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Abstract

Power control is one of the technologies used to utilize the radio resources
as efficient as possible in WCDMA. The transmission power is adjusted to
transmit with the lowest power level possible while the required received
signal quality is maintained. Since there are large variation in channel
quality over time, the power has to be adjusted to compensate for these
variations. During moments of bad channel conditions a high transmission
power has to be used which will to a greater extent interfere with other
users in the system.

To solve this problem a concept called transmission timing was proposed.
The basic idea is that the transmitter avoids data transmission during the
short periods of bad channel conditions caused by fast fading. Higher bit
rates can be used to compensate for this when the channel conditions are
good.

In this thesis the performance of transmission timing applied to uplink data
transmissions is evaluated. This is accomplished through a theoretical anal-
ysis as well as simulations of a cellular system using transmission timing.
Lowered transmission power is achieved and thus lowered interference is in-
duced. Simulations showed that the transmission power can be lowered by
up to 1.6 dB compared to ordinary continuous transmission with equal av-
erage data rate. These results are however strongly dependent on the used
radio environment. It is also showed that transmission timing provides in-
creased system stability in case of rapid changes in the load situation.

Keywords: UMTS, WCDMA, Power control, Uplink data transmission
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Notation

Symbols

I Interference power spectral density
N0 Background noise power spectral density
Pa(x) Pdf of amplitude gain
PG(g) Pdf of power gain
S Transmission power

Operators and functions

E[X] Expected value of X
Γ(·) Gamma function, see (2.8)
Γ(α, x) Incomplete gamma function, see (4.14)

Abbreviations

BLER BLock Error Ratio
CIR Carrier to Interference Ratio
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access
CS Circuit Switched
CN Core Network
DCCH Dedicated Control CHannel
DCH Dedicated CHannel
DPCCH Dedicated Physical Control CHannel
DPDCH Dedicated Physical Data CHannel
DRAC Dynamic Resource Allocation Control
DTCH Dedicated Transport Channel
DS-SS Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
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FBI FeedBack Information
FDD Frequency Division Duplex
FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access
GGSN Gateway GPRS Support Node
GMSC Gateway MSC
GPRS General Packet Radio System
HLR Home Location Register
MAC Medium Access Control
ME Mobile Equipment
MSC Mobile Switching Center
Node B Notation for base station in UMTS
pdf probability density function
PS Packet Switched
PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network
RAB Radio Access Bearer
RB Radio Bearer
RLC Radio Link Control
RNC Radio Network Controller
RRC Radio Resource Control
SGSN Serving GPRS Support Node
SIR Signal-to-Interference Ratio
SRB Signaling Radio Bearer
TDD Time Division Duplex
TDMA Time Division Multiple Access
TFCI Transport Format Combination Indicator
TPC Transmission Power Control
UE User Equipment
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunication Services
USIM UMTS Subscriber Identity Module
UTRAN UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network
UTT Uplink Transmission Timing
TTI Transmission Time Interval
VLR Visitor Location Register
WCDMA Wideband CDMA
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The number of cellular phone subscribers have increased rapidly during the
last decade. Many people have discovered how useful it is to be able to reach
each other outside our homes or offices. Until now the main application of
the cellular phone has been ”just” a phone, even though especially young
people have started to realize the benefits of Short Message Service, SMS.
At the same time period as the evolution of the cellular phone, the Internet
has come to play an important role in many peoples lives. It is used to send
e-mails, pay the bills, watch movie trailers, buy movie tickets, shopping,
chat and much more. What we stand in front of today is the merge of
these two technologies. The cellular phone will become more similar to a
Personal Digital Assistant, PDA, to enable browsing on the Internet. A
camera, which can be used to send instant pictures or videos, is another
possible feature.

Internet applications in the cellular network will require higher bit rates and
different types of networks than the current second generation networks.
Some advancement is already done, one example is the Global System for
Mobile communications, GSM, that have enabled packet data traffic through
General Packet Radio System, GPRS. However, to achieve better service
flexibility, higher bit rates and to use the radio resources more efficient,
there is a need for a new type of cellular network. This type of network is
currently under construction in many parts of the world and one of these
networks is the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System, UMTS.

1



2 Introduction

This new type of network, also referred to as third generation cellular net-
works or 3G, uses a greater bandwidth and therefore provides greater ca-
pacity. UMTS uses a technology called Wideband Code Division Multiple
Access, WCDMA, as its radio interface. To solve the multiple access prob-
lem WCDMA uses a spread spectrum technology. The users radio signals
are all spread out to the full bandwidth of WCDMA even though they would
require less bandwidth. This enables the users to transmit simultaneously
at the same frequency.

The WCDMA technology provides some advantages over previous technolo-
gies thanks to the broadband signals that are obtained by the spreading pro-
cedure. One of these advantages is that a special type of receiver, known
as the Rake receiver, can be used which has the properties that the vari-
ation in channel quality can be considerably lowered. Another is that the
frequencies can be used more efficient since the same frequency spectrum is
used throughout the whole system.

1.2 Problem Specification

A necessity when building a radio communication system is to use the fre-
quencies as efficient as possible. This is even more important in WCDMA
where many users transmit at the same frequency. A user that transmits
with too much transmission power will unnecessarily degrade the capacity of
the cellular system. The area dealing with these problems is often referred
to as Radio Resource Management, RRM.

To prevent the use of excess transmission power, a technique called power
control is used to regulate the transmitted power. The channel quality varies
quickly even in a WCDMA system. To compensate for bad channel quality
the transmitter will have to use much transmission power. When using high
power levels other parts of the network will be interfered by this signal.

A way of minimizing these effects are proposed by F. Gunnarsson, G. Bark,
N. Wiberg and E. Englund at Ericsson Research. Their concept is called
uplink transmission timing, UTT, and is designed for uplink data transmis-
sions, i.e. data transmissions from the user to the base station. The basic
idea is that uplink data should be transmitted when the channel conditions
are good and avoided otherwise. In case of good channel conditions a higher
bit rate can be used so that the average data rate still equals that of the reg-
ular system. This technique is due to its discontinuous way of transmission
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mainly intended for less delay sensitive data.

UTT can also be used to regulate the load in the UMTS. To put a require-
ment on the desired fraction of time data transmission should be present
the user is assigned an activity factor. If the load tends to become too high,
the activity factor will be decreased. Another algorithm with this property
is Dynamic Resource Allocation Control, DRAC, which also regulates the
load according to an activity factor. DRAC transmits data at random time
instants without considering the channel quality.

1.3 Objectives

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate how the performance of a cellular
network with WCDMA can be improved by the use of transmission timing.
Both in comparison with ordinary continuous transmission and DRAC. The
performance can be measured in lowered uplink transmission power, less
interference at the base stations, increased system stability etc.

To make this analysis, a mathematical model should be developed and an-
alyzed. Simulations should also be made in a simulator environment devel-
oped by Ericsson Research.

1.4 Delimitation

To cover everything during a six months master thesis is of course impos-
sible, therefore some eliminations were made. The study is limited to the
use of two radio environments for the simulations part (pedestrian A and
3GPP TypicalUrban) and one radio environment for the theoretical part
(pedestrian A). It is also assumed that the users always have data to trans-
mit, i.e. no traffic model is implemented.

1.5 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 is a review of the theory in cellular radio communication needed
to follow this report. Radio propagation statistics, important parts of the
WCDMA standard as well as RRM is discussed. The readers who are fa-
miliar with WCDMA and radio communication can go directly to chapter 3
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which covers the idea of transmission timing and a description of the actual
algorithm. The theoretical analysis is done in chapter 4 and the performed
simulations are discussed in chapter 5. The report is concluded with con-
clusions and suggestions to further studies in chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Cellular Radio

Communication

2.1 Radio Channels

2.1.1 Fading

Fading is the term for describing how the radio signal is attenuated on its
way from the transmitter to the receiver. According to [1], the fading chan-
nel can be modeled by three main components: path loss, shadow fading
and multipath fading. One measure of the attenuation is the power gain, G,
which is always less than one. If the transmitter uses transmission power,
S, then the receiver experience the power GS. The power gain can be sep-
arated in the three parts mentioned above, see (2.1) where Gp is the gain
due to path loss, Gs the gain due to shadow fading and Gm the gain due to
fast fading.

G = GpGsGm (2.1)

Path Loss

Path loss is the propagation loss due to the distance between the transmitter
and the receiver. A good approximation to the path loss is given by

5



6 Cellular Radio Communication

Gp =
Cp

rα
. (2.2)

The distance between the transmitter and receiver is denoted r, Cp is a con-
stant depending on system parameters, e.g. the transmitters and receivers
antenna together with the wavelength. The exponent α can vary between
2 and 5 depending on the environment, where 2 corresponds to free space
propagation and 5 to a ”bad” urban environment.

Shadow Fading

The signals between the transmitter and the receiver are almost always
shielded by obstacles in the terrain. When the transmitter moves this will
cause a slow variation in channel gain which is referred to as slow fading or
shadow fading. The shadow fading is often modeled as normal distributed
in dB-scale with zero mean. This gives the log-normal distribution in linear
scale, thus

Gs ∼ log N(0, σs). (2.3)

Typical values of the standard deviation, σs, is 4-10 dB.

Fast Fading

A transmitted signal will be reflected at intermediate obstacles on its way
to the receiver, see figure 2.1. At each reflection the phase of the signal will
change. The received signal will be aggregated from several different rays
reflected in different ways and consequently with different phase relative
to each other. If these rays are thought of as waveforms that are added,
they can be added either constructively or destructively depending on their
relative phase. The channel gain is therefore dependent on the relative phase
of the received rays.

The rays relative phase changes very quickly due to relative movements
between transmitter, reflecting environment and the receiver. Even with
fixed transmitters and receivers the phase will change because of changes
in the environment. The variations caused in channel gain is very fast and
this type of fading is therefore referred to as fast fading or multipath fading.
An example of the fast fading characteristics is illustrated in figure 2.2. The
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Figure 2.1. Possible paths for radio waves in an urban environment, the rectangles
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contribution to the power gain from fast fading is in average equal to 0 dB,
but the fluctuations are as seen large. The total power gain will be far below
0 dB if path loss and shadow fading also are considered.
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Figure 2.2. Rayleigh distributed power gain experienced by a mobile user at speed
3.6 km/h.

The variations in amplitude gain due to multipath fading can be described
by a Rician distributed stochastic variable if the line of sight ray is present.
The line of sight ray is a ray that is not shaded by any obstacles in be-
tween the transmitter and receiver, i.e. it is said to be free sight between
the transmitter and receiver. In cellular communication this is usually not
the case and therefore the Rayleigh distribution is often used to describe
the characteristics of the amplitude gain. This is carefully analyzed in [2].
The probability density function, pdf, of the Rayleigh distribution is given
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by (2.4) where Pa denotes the pdf of the amplitude gain and Ω denotes the
power gain due to path loss and shadow fading.

Pa(x) =
2x

Ω
e−

x2

Ω , x ≥ 0. (2.4)

The power gain is the square of the amplitude gain. The pdf of the power
gain, denoted by PG, can be derived by using the transformation (2.5) and
is given by (2.6). The transformation in (2.5) is derived in [3].

PG(g) =
1

2
√

g
Pa(

√
g) (2.5)

PG(g) =
1

Ω
e−

g

Ω , g ≥ 0 (2.6)

Another distribution that is used to characterize the amplitude gain of mul-
tipath fading is the Nakagami m-distribution [4], which has a pdf according
to

Pa(x) =
2mmx2m−1

Γ(m)Ωm
e−(m/Ω)x2

, x ≥ 0, (2.7)

where Ω is the mean power gain, m is the fading parameter and Γ(·) is the
gamma function given by

Γ(m) =

∫ ∞

0
tm−1e−tdt. (2.8)

One interesting feature of the Nakagami m-distribution is that it concludes
several other distributions by changing the parameter m. It is easily seen
that the Nakagami distribution equals the Rayleigh distribution if m is
equal to one. The, power gain corresponding to (2.7) can be obtained by
the transformation given in (2.5)

PG(g) =
(m

Ω

)m gm−1

Γ(m)
e−(m/Ω)g , g ≥ 0. (2.9)
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2.1.2 Time Spread

A transmitted signal is, as seen in figure 2.1, reflected by intermediate ob-
stacles on its way to the receiver. The fact that the rays of the signal are
reflected differently and their paths vary in length will make the received
signal spread out in time. The most delayed rays are the ones that have
traveled along the longest paths, they are therefore often the weakest ones.
The expected value of the power gain, Gτ , after a time delay, τ , is often
modeled to be exponentially decreasing with time, see (2.10) where Ω0 is
the initial power gain and δ reflects how fast the gain decays. An example
of this is shown in figure 2.3.

E[Gτ ] = Ω0e
−δτ (2.10)
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Figure 2.3. Expected power gain of a time spread signal.

2.2 Rake Receiver

When receiving a time spread signal it is, of course, important to be able
to extract as much signal energy as possible from that signal. The Rake
receiver utilize the fact that the signal is spread out in time. It samples the
incoming signal in time and combine the signal power from several samples,
this makes the variance in channel gain much lower. The concept is called
propagation path diversity.

The time instants at which the Rake receiver can receive signals are discrete
in time. The expected power gain in figure 2.4 is a discrete version of that
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Figure 2.4. Expected power gain of a sampled time spread signal.

in figure 2.3, the Rake receiver is only able to capture the signal at these
instants. It is said that the Rake receiver captures the signal from path l,
where l is an integer that refers to the certain time instant. The power gain
at each time instant can then be treated as independent random variables
with mean given by

E[Gl] = Ω0e
−δ(l−1), (2.11)

where Ω0 is the initial power gain, δ is the decaying constant and l is the
path. The probability distribution of the aggregated power gain when using
a Rake receiver is the probability distribution of the sum of the random
variables representing the power gain of each sample.

2.3 WCDMA

The third generation cellular system called Universal Mobile Telecommu-
nications System, UMTS, uses Wideband Code Division Multiple Access,
WCDMA, as its air interface. In this section the WCDMA standard is
discussed. More information on this can be found in [5].

2.3.1 Architecture of UMTS

As illustrated in figure 2.5, UMTS consists of three main parts:

• User Equipment, UE
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• UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network, UTRAN

• Core Network, CN

PSfrag replacements
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Figure 2.5. The architecture of UMTS.

The UE is the term for a personal communication tool which in second
generation system is referred to as a cellular phone. Third generation sys-
tems is designed to handle more communication forms than ”just” speech
and therefore the name UE. The UE consists of a UMTS Subscriber Iden-
tification Module, USIM, and a Mobile Equipment, ME. The USIM is the
smartcard that holds the user identity and information that is needed for
authentication in the network. The ME is the communication device that
communicates via the radio interface.

The radio access network part is called UTRAN and consists of two main
components; the Node B and the Radio Network Controller, RNC. The
Node B is a base station communicating with the UE via the radio interface
WCDMA. A RNC controls the radio resources of its underlying Node B:s.

The CN is the part of UMTS that connects UTRAN to external networks
such as the Public Switched Telephone Network, PSTN, and Internet. Cir-
cuit Switched, CS, services from UTRAN uses the Mobile Switching Center,
MSC, to connect the CN. The MSC switches all CS data with help of the
Visitor Location Register, VLR, which is a database that contains a copy of
the user profiles of the UE:s in the served area. Outgoing and incoming CS
data to/from external networks goes through the Gateway MSC, GMSC.
Packet Switched, PS, data is switched by the Serving GPRS (General Packet
Radio Service) Support Node, SGSN. PS data to/from external networks
goes through the Gateway GPRS Support Node, GGSN. The Home Loca-
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tion Register, HLR, holds the master copy of all UE’s user profiles. It also
stores information about which MSC and SGSN the UE is connected to for
the moment.

2.3.2 Spread Spectrum Communications

WCDMA is a form of Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access, DS-
CDMA, which is a concept of accommodating multiple users in a radio
environment. In contrast to Time Division Multiple Access, TDMA, where
each user is assigned a time period where it can transmit alone and Fre-
quency Division Multiple Access, FDMA, where all users transmits at dif-
ferent frequencies WCDMA allow all users to transmit at the same frequency
simultaneously.

The technology behind DS-CDMA is more generally known as Direct Se-
quence Spread Spectrum, DS-SS, [6]. The concept is that the radio signal
is spread out over a much larger bandwidth than is needed for the used
bit rate, this bandwidth is independent of the bit rate. The radio signal
is spread out by a broadband pseudorandom binary sequence which is also
referred to as a code. Each symbol in this code is called a chip and the rate
of these chips determines the bandwidth of the spread signal. The same
code that is used to spread the signal at the transmitter has to be used to
despread the signal at the receiver. The use of different spreading codes
allow multiple users to transmit at the same frequency simultaneously.

The same transmitting power is used to transmit the broadband signal in
a DS-SS system as in a system with unspread signals, the power spectral
density is therefore lower in a DS-SS system. The power of the signal
(over the spread bandwidth) is often called the carrier, C, and the power
of total noise and interfering signals is often referred to as the interference,
I. The carrier-to-interference ratio, CIR, is lower in a DS-SS system than
in a FDMA/TDMA system because the power in the carrier is compared
with interference in a much broader band. The ratio between chip rate and
channel symbol rate is called the processing gain (2.12). It is because of the
processing gain each users required CIR can be much lower compared to a
TDMA/FDMA system. Using the correct code, the user can despread the
received signal and still receive the same signal quality.

Processing gain =
chip rate

channel symbol rate
(2.12)
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Even though we have this processing gain the does not give any signal en-
hancement. The processing gain costs in increased bandwidth so the spread-
ing/despreading operation itself does not provide any signal enhancement.
The benefits of a WCDMA system comes instead with the special character-
istics of the broadband signal [5]. Two of these benefits are discussed here.
Because all users uses the same frequency, this frequency can be reused in
every cell1 and this yields higher spectral efficiency than for systems that
have to use different frequencies in adjacent cells. Another benefit is that
multiple propagation paths can be resolved more accurate. As discussed in
section 2.2 the Rake receiver is only able to capture the signal at discrete
time instants, i.e. every chip. It is therefore possible to resolve more paths
during the time spread with a broadband signal, due to the high chip rate.

2.3.3 Separation of Uplink and Downlink

There are two ways of separating the uplink and downlink in the WCDMA
standard. One way is the Frequency Division Duplex, FDD, mode where
uplink and downlink operates on separate frequency bands. The other way
is the Time Division Duplex, TDD, mode where uplink and downlink alter-
nates in time to transmit. The most common mode, at least in Europe, is
the FDD mode. FDD is therefore the mode studied in this report.

2.3.4 Uplink Transmission

User data transmissions are typically made to reach a destination outside
of the UMTS. From the users point of view, a message is just sent from the
application at the UE to an application at another UE or a server. However,
to send this message it has to be treated by many layers in the system. This
section is limited to dedicated uplink transmissions which is the considered
way of transmission in this thesis. Considering the transmission between
the UE and the CN, a Radio Access Bearer, RAB, is used for delivering
the desired information. The RAB contains both signaling information and
data which are sent to lower layers using Signaling Radio Bearers, SRB:s,
for signaling information and Radio Bearers, RB:s, for data.

Figure 2.6 illustrates the transmissions in the access network (UTRAN and
UE) from SRB and RB down to the physical transmissions. The Radio Re-
source Control, RRC, is the protocol regulating the SRB:s. The SRB:s and

1The range within one Node B.
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RB:s are mapped via the Radio Link Control, RLC, onto the logical chan-
nels. The logical channels considered here is the Dedicated Control CHan-
nel, DCCH, and the Dedicated Traffic CHannel, DTCH. SRB:s are mapped
onto DCCH:s and RB:s are mapped onto DTCH:s. The Medium Access
Control, MAC, maps the DTCH:s and DCCH:s on different DCH:s. Con-
sequently, there is some DCH:s carrying signaling information and others
carrying user data. Later in this thesis the user data flow will be controlled.
That will be implemented by turning off and on DCH:s carrying user data,
whereas it is important that DCH:s carrying signaling information is always
on. The DCH:s are all mapped onto the Dedicated Physical Data Channel,
DPDCH, at the physical layer. Signaling intended for the physical layer is
transmitted at the Dedicated Physical Control CHannel, DPCCH.
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Figure 2.6. Layered transmission in the access network.

The data rate at the DPCCH is fixed whereas DPDCH has a variable data
rate. Depending on the users requirement on data rate and available re-
sources the UE is assigned a Transport Format Combination Set, TFCS,
from which it can choose data rate to transmit at. The data rate can be
changed every frame. To indicate at which data rate the UE is currently
transmitting, the Transport Format Combination Indicator, TFCI, is trans-
mitted on the DPCCH.

Figure 2.7 shows one 10 ms radio frame for the DPCCH. The radio frame is
divided into 15 slots at which four fields are transmitted. The pilot bits are
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used to estimate the channel conditions in order to produce power control
feedback. As mentioned above the TFCI bits indicates which data rate that
is used on the DPDCH. The Transmission Power Control, TPC, bits are used
for feedback information to power control. The FeedBack Information, FBI,
bits are used for feedback information that is not covered by this report.
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Figure 2.7. The frame structure used by the DPCCH. Each frame is divided into
15 slots.

Node B receives information every slot on the DPCCH, this information is
processed so that feedback information can be sent back to the UE. First
the channel quality is determined from the pilot bits then the signal-to-
interference ratio is computed (explained in section 2.4.1) and with this
information a TPC command could be sent to the UE.

Data transmission is divided into Transmission Time Intervals, TTI:s. The
data that should be transmitted during one TTI is interleaved which is a
way of gaining resistance to bursty errors. This type of errors are common
in radio communication. The technique is that all bits are mixed in a
predefined way at the transmitter, the receiver then restore the order of the
bits is and eventual erroneous bits will be spread out with even probability
over all bits. This makes it much easier for the error correcting codes to
correct the errors. The length of the TTI:s is in even multiples of the radio
frame length.
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2.3.5 Handover

Since users tend to move around in the system and does not remain in
the coverage area of the same Node B all the time, there is a need for a
procedure that let a UE change serving Node B. This procedure is known
as a handover and WCDMA uses two different types. If the UE is in the
outer regions of the coverage area of its Node B and approaches the coverage
area of another Node B it can be connected to both Node B:s at the same
time. When the UE has come closer to the second Node B it can disconnect
the first one. This procedure is known as a soft handover. Some Node B:s
have three antennas that transmit in different directions. In such a system
the UE can make a soft handover between the different antennas at the
same Node B. This is called a softer handover.

2.4 Radio Resource Management

It is obvious that the radio resources should be used as efficient as possible.
With WCDMA this task has become even more important since many users
uses the same frequency simultaneously. The signal power from one user
always interfere the signals of the other users.

2.4.1 Power Control

One of the questions that arise when a signal should be transmitted is what
power level that should be used. If a predefined power level always should be
used, maybe the maximum power is the best choice since that will give the
largest coverage. With this rule, users farther away will not be detected by
the receiver since their signals will be drowned. Clearly there is a need for
determining the lowest transmission power that can be used at every time
instant. As discussed in section 2.1.1 the power gain of the radio channel
changes quickly even for a stationary user due to fast fading. To solve this
problem power control is used. If constant noise and interference from other
users is assumed the only parameter that affects the transmitted power is
the power gain of the channel. Figure 2.8 illustrates how the transmitted
power must be changed to have a constant received power.

To be able to control the transmitting power there must be feedback from
the receiver saying if the transmitter should increase or decrease its power.
Power control in WCDMA is implemented as two control loops. The inner
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loop tries to maintain a constant received signal-to-interference ratio, SIR,
which is the ratio of the despread signal power and the power of noise and
interference. To maintain this SIR-target the receiver sends Transmission
Power Control, TPC, commands, that tells the transmitter to either increase
or decrease its power. The rate of these commands have been chosen to
1500 Hz so that the fast fading can be reasonably followed. In case of soft
handover, the UE receives TPC-commands from more than one Node B.
Then these commands has to be combined before the UE can decide to
increase or decrease its power. The outer control loop adjusts the SIR-
target according to the Block Error Ratio, BLER, which is the ratio of
erroneous data blocks. When the BLER is high the SIR-target is increased
and otherwise decreased.

2.4.2 Interference

Interference is the term for signal power that interfere with our signal. It is
normally the interfering signal power that comes from other UE:s that is said
to be interference. The notion total interference also includes background
noise.

In power controlled cellular systems one speaks of two types of interference,
intra-cell interference and inter-cell interference. Intra-cell interference is
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the combined signal power from UE:s within the cell2 and inter-cell inter-
ference is signal power from other cells. The latter type of interference comes
from UE:s that are not power controlled to our Node B. This fact makes
this type of interference vary fast partly depending on the power gain from
the interfering UE to our Node B and partly depending on how it varies the
transmission power according to the power control. The intra-cell interfer-
ence can be controlled by the RNC which can reduce users bit rate or even
drop users to lower the interference. This is not as simple with inter-cell
interference which only depends on the load situation in the surrounding
cells.

Load

It is of greatest importance to gain information about how loaded the system
is. Especially when admitting another UE it is important to know if that
would make the system too loaded. One measure of the load situation called
fractional load is discussed in [7] and is given by

L = 1 − N

Itot
, (2.13)

where L is the fractional load, N is the background noise power and Itot is
the total interference power (including background noise). If Itot equals the
background noise power (there are no users in the system) the fractional
load is zero. When Itot approaches infinity the fractional load approaches
one, however the fact that the UE:s does not have infinite power resources
makes the realistic maximum load lower.

2.4.3 DRAC

As a way to regulate the system load the Dynamic Resource Allocation
Control, DRAC, was introduced in the standard of UMTS [8]. The concept
is that all UE:s get an activity factor (number between 0 and 1) and ac-
cording to this factor randomly decides if it is going to transmit data in the
next TTI. The probability to transmit data equals the activity factor and
thus the fractional transmitted time on average over a larger time period
will equal the activity factor.

2A cell is the coverage area of an antenna at a Node B.
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Figure 2.9 illustrates a typical scenario when using DRAC. The determina-
tion to transmit is completely distributed but the fraction of users transmit-
ting at the same time will in average equal the activity factor if all users have
the same activity factor. The load is thus directly related to the activity
factor.
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Figure 2.9. DRAC can reduce the load by letting the UE:s choose not to transmit
during some TTI:s. In this example a TTI is one frame (10 ms) and the activity
factor is 0.5. Zero means do not transmit and one means transmit.
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Chapter 3

Uplink Transmission Timing

The use of power control in UMTS forces the UE to transmit with a power
that ensures a certain received signal quality. This means that the UE has
to use high power when it experience fading dips1 to the Node B that it is
connected to or during a sudden increase in the interference. To avoid using
a lot of power to compensate for these situations we may transmit data at a
higher data rate when the channel conditions are good, avoid transmit data
at unfavorable channel conditions and still get the same mean data rate. If
the interference is fixed, the only parameter that affects the power control
is the power gain of the channel. Figure 3.1 illustrates such a case and we
could set a threshold (dashed line) that regulates at what power gain the
UE is allowed to transmit data. In this figure data transmission is indicated
by a thick line.
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Figure 3.1. Data transmission is avoided when the power gain falls below the
threshold (dashed line). Thick line indicates data transmission.

The regularly power controlled UE creates much more inter-cell interference

1A fading dip is when the channel gain drops fast and then goes up again.

21
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when adjusting its power to compensate for fading dips than when the
channel conditions are good. It is not likely that the power gains to the
adjacent cells have dips at the same time as to the Node B that the UE
is power controlled to. The UE:s in adjacent cells will therefore experience
a peak in inter-cell interference at these situations. With the principle of
avoiding data transmission during fading dips the worst part of the inter-cell
interference would be avoided.

However, in a real system the threshold mentioned can not be fixed since
there are long term variations in the power gain that must be followed. A
fixed threshold would induce too large periods of data transmission absence.
It is also desirable to know that the UE transmits data a certain fraction
of time in average. An algorithm that accomplish this was invented by F.
Gunnarsson, G. Bark, N. Wiberg and E. Englund at Ericsson Research.
Their algorithm is called uplink transmission timing, abbreviated UTT.

3.1 Implementation of the Algorithm

To be able to avoid transmitting during fading dips, channel state informa-
tion must be available to the UE. This information is obtained by summing
the TPC-commands (discussed in section 2.3.4). In case of a UE in soft
handover, the result of the combined TPC-commands are used. Because of
the high rate of the TPC-commands (1500 Hz) these commands normally
captures the fast fading. The function of the cumulated TPC-commands
is referred to as the cumulative TPC-function. This function reflects the
required power level for data transmission. Based on the cumulative TPC-
function and an activity factor, af , the algorithm sets a time varying trans-
mission threshold. If the cumulative TPC-function is below the threshold
the UE transmits data, otherwise not. The threshold must be set so that
the average fraction of time data is transmitted equals the activity factor if
measured over a longer time period.

The UTT algorithm is implemented as a control loop which is shown in
figure 3.2. Input is af which is compared to the estimated current activ-
ity, af est. The threshold controller is an integrator that will increase the
threshold, th, if af est is below af and decrease it if above. The threshold,
th, is then compared to the cumulative TPC function. If th is greater than
the cumulative TPC-function, transmit is equal to 1, 0 otherwise. The data
transmission information goes back in the feedback loop through the activity
estimate filter, which is a low-pass filter. This filter will generate a sliding
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mean which is the estimated current activity. The algorithm is executed
every slot, i.e. every time TPC-commands arrives, but data transmission
can only be interrupted or started at the boundary of a TTI. The decision
to transmit data or not is therefore only executed every TTI-boundary.
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Figure 3.2. Control loop that regulates data transmission.

The algorithm can also be written in time discrete code as shown below:

afest(k) = (1-d)*tmpTransmit(k-1) + d*afest(k-1)

th(k) = th(k-1) + b*(af - afest(k))

tmpTransmit(k) = CTPC(k) < th(k)

if on TTI-boundary

Transmit(k) = tmpTransmit(k)

Signaling information still has to be sent when the algorithm decides that
data transmission should be stopped. DCH:s carrying user data are stopped
whereas DCH:s carrying signaling information are always turned on. On the
physical layer, control information is always transmitted at the DPCCH.
The DPDCH carries DCH:s with signaling information and DCH:s with user
data when data transmissions are on. DCH:s with signaling information is
not always present and when they are, data rates are low compared to the
data rate of the user data. A reasonable simplification is therefore that the
DPDCH is turned off when user data transmission is off and vice versa.

The power that is required to transmit DPCCH is much lower than the
power required for the DPDCH but this still induces an overhead. With
too low af the UE will transmit data so infrequently that the used power
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per transmitted data bit will be large. On the other hand, with too high
af the UE has to transmit during fading dips which also will give a high
power usage per data bit. The parameter d regulates the bandwidth of the
activity lowpass filter

af est(k) = (1 − d) · tmpTransmit(k − 1) + d · af est(k − 1). (3.1)

As a rule of thumb, the number of contributing elements to af est(k), N ,
can according to [9] be approximated by (3.2). Possible values of d is in
the interval [0, 1), where values close to 1 will make the algorithm consider
many values. The sensitivity to changed estimated activity is regulated by
the parameter b, where larger b induce larger sensitivity.

N =
2

1 − d
(3.2)

The parameters b and d both regulates how sensitive the threshold is to
changes in channel conditions. A threshold that is not as sensitive will have
long periods with and without data transmission and a sensitive threshold
have shorter periods. These parameters can be tuned so that the length
of the periods roughly equals the duration of a typical fading dip. Since
this is strongly related to the speed of the UE it will not be possible to
find parameters satisfying all speeds. Parameters working reasonably well
at different speeds are desirable. Another thing to consider is the delay
sensitivity at the application.

Figure 3.3 illustrates how the UTT algorithm operates. There is only one
UE in the system that the algorithm is implemented in and power control
is therefore only affected by the power gain. The activity factor in this
example is 0.5. The cumulative TPC curve shows the power level that is
needed if the UE should transmit data. As described above a threshold is
set and the UE is only allowed to transmit data when the required power
is below this threshold. The uppermost plot shows the power gain and the
thick sections indicate where data transmission is done. The two lowest
plots shows when the UE transmits data and the estimated activity. The
estimated activity exponentially increases if the UE is transmitting and
exponentially decreases if not. It can also be seen that an estimated activity
above the activity factor (0.5) makes the threshold decrease and vice versa
increase if the estimated activity is above the activity factor.
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data transmission. The second upper plot shows the cumulative TPC function and
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transmitting and the lowest the estimated activity.
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Chapter 4

Theoretical Analysis

In order to evaluate the performance using Uplink Transmission Timing,
UTT, a theoretical analysis is accomplished. Through this theoretical study
the best possible performance of the algorithm is analyzed since many sim-
plifications compared to a real system are made.

4.1 Transmitted Power Reduction

Given a constant interference level, power control forces the UE to use a
transmitted power that is inverse proportional to the power gain of the
channel (see section 2.4.1). Given the probability distribution of the power
gain and a threshold regulating where the UE is allowed to transmit data
and not, the mean power gain in these regions can be calculated. Then,
based on the received power requirements for control and data channels, the
mean transmitted power can be calculated. The mean transmitted power
for continuous transmission can be seen as a special case of UTT where the
threshold is set to zero. Many of the ideas to the following calculations are
found in [10].

4.1.1 Probability Distribution of Fast Fading

When a signal is transmitted over a fading channel, the signal is spread out
in time as described in section 2.1.2. The Rake receiver searches for power
from the UE during each chip period. The chip rate in WCDMA is 3.84 ·106

cps, this means that the time between every sample is 260 ns. If the same
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signal should be picked up in more than one chip period the difference in
traveled distance to the ray in the chip before must be at least 78 m. There
will be less delay spread in urban environments where the cells are smaller
than in cells at the country side. That is because there are more possibilities
to have large difference in path lengths in a larger cell.

The Node B uses a Rake receiver, which searches for power from UE i during
every chip period. The total received power is the sum of the power in each
chip. The total power gain Gi is the sum of the power gain for the signal
during each chip period, see (4.1). It is assumed that the Rake receiver is
able to track power from UE i during L chip periods.

Gi =

L
∑

l=1

Gi,l (4.1)

The rays delayed with (l−1) chip periods is said to be the rays of path l. The
expected power gain at each path is often approximated to be exponentially
decreasing with time as mentioned in section 2.1.2. Equation (4.2) models
the expected path gain at path l. The parameter δ reflects how fast the
gain decays and Ω0 is the initial power gain. A standard delay profile
named pedestrian A is illustrated in figure 4.1, see also [11].

E [Gi,l] = Ω0e
−δ(l−1) (4.2)
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To mitigate the effects of fast fading the Rake receiver adds the power
from several paths as described above. The power gain at path l, {Gi,l},
are independently identically distributed random variables with mean as
stated in (4.2). We assume that these variables are Rayleigh distributed
(i.e. no line of sight component, see section 2.1.1). The probability density
function, pdf, for the sum of these variables can be expressed as in (4.3),
according to [12], Ωg is the mean of the aggregated gain and Γ(·) is the
gamma function. An example of this function is illustrated in figure 4.2.

PGi
(g) =

(

mg

Ωg

)mg gmg−1

Γ(mg)
e−(mg/Ωg)g (4.3)

where

Ωg = Ω0

L
∑

l=1

e−δ(l−1) (4.4)

mg =
E2{Gi}
V ar{Gi}

=

(

∑L
l=1 e−δ(l−1)

)2

∑L
l=1

(

e−δ(l−1)
)2 (4.5)

Γ(mg) =

∫ ∞

0
t(mg−1)e−tdt (4.6)
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4.1.2 Requirements on Received Power

In order to have a sufficient received signal quality, the power from the
received signal must be sufficiently high relative to interference and noise.
Let Gi be the power gain from UE i to its Node B and Si be the transmission
power used, then Gi · Si is the received power. For a certain requirement
on bit energy to noise and interference ratio, (Eb/Ne)0, the requirement on
received power is given by (4.7), I is the total interference power spectral
density and Ri the bit rate of UE i.

E[Gi · Si] = Ri · (Eb/Ne)0 · E[I] (4.7)

The expected interference of a single cell system with K users transmitting
with equal data rate is given by (4.8), where Rc is the spreading chip rate
and N0 power spectral density of the background noise. If a multi-cell
system is considered N0 can be used to represent both background noise
and inter-cell interference.

E[I] =
E[Gi · Si] · (K − 1)

Rc
+ N0 (4.8)

Combining (4.7) and (4.8) yields

E[Gi · Si] =
Ri · (Eb/Ne)0 · N0

1 − Ri

Rc
(K − 1)(Eb/Ne)0

. (4.9)

Note that Rc/Ri is the processing gain that gives resistans to interferers and
that the requirement on received power scales linearly with N0. Also note
that the denominator has to be greater than zero. This puts a requirement
on the number of users in the system called the pole capacity and is given
by

K <
Rc

Ri · (Eb/Ne)0
+ 1. (4.10)
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4.1.3 Mean Transmitted Power

Uplink Transmission Timing

Using UTT, the UE transmits data if the power gain is above a threshold,
γ0. The interference is assumed to be fixed and power control is therefore
only regulated by the power gain. Since the UTT algorithm tries to fol-
low shadow fading and path loss it is assumed that path loss and shadow
fading are fixed whereas fast fading is present. The threshold can therefore
be represented by a fixed value. Another simplification is that the UE can
stop or start transmitting data at every time instant, the start of a new
TTI is not needed. Only control information is transmitted when the power
gain is below the threshold. The requirement on received power for the
Dedicated Physical Control CHannel, DPCCH, is denoted, SRDPCCH

. Simi-
larly, SRDPDCH

denotes the requirement on received power for the Dedicated
Physical Data CHannel, DPDCH.

If the power gain drops too low it will be impossible for the UE to transmit
any information to the Node B. The power gain at which the UE is not
able to transmit even the DPCCH is given by (4.12), where Smax is the
maximum transmission power of an UE.

The mean transmitted power, ST , is then

ST = E[Si] =

= SRDPCCH
·
∫ γ0

γCCH
Smax

1

g
· PGi

(g)dg + (SRDPDCH
+ SRDPCCH

) ·
∫ ∞

γ0

1

g
· PGi

(g)dg

= SRDPCCH
·
∫ ∞

γCCH
Smax

1

g
· PGi

(g)dg + SRDPDCH
·
∫ ∞

γ0

1

g
· PGi

(g)dg,

(4.11)

where

γCCH
Smax

=
SRDPCCH

Smax
. (4.12)

When solving the integrals in (4.11) no numerical solution exists. A solution
with gamma functions that are numerically solvable is
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f1(γ) =

∫ ∞

γ

1

g
· PGi

(g)dg =

(

mg

Ωg

)

· Γ (mg − 1,mgγ/Ωg)

Γ(mg)
(4.13)

where Γ(α, x) is the incomplete gamma function given by

Γ(α, x) =

∫ ∞

x
tα−1e−tdt. (4.14)

The mean transmitted power can then be expressed as

ST = SRDPCCH
· f1(γ

CCH
Smax

) + SRDPDCH
· f1(γ0) (4.15)

Continuous Transmission

Continuous transmission transmits on both DPDCH and DPCCH continu-
ously. The requirement of the received power is lower for continuous trans-
mission than UTT if the goal is to have the same mean data rate. The min-
imum power gain at which the UE can transmit both DPDCH and DPCCH
is given by (4.16), the mean transmitted power is calculated in (4.17).

γtot
Smax

=
SRDPCCH

+ SRDPDCH

Smax
(4.16)

ST = SRDPCCH
·
∫ ∞

γCCH
Smax

1

g
· PGi

(g)dg + SRDPDCH
·
∫ ∞

γtot
Smax

1

g
· PGi

(g)dg

= SRDPCCH
· f1(γ

CCH
Smax

) + SRDPDCH
· f1(γ

tot
Smax

)

(4.17)

4.1.4 Numerical Example

This example illustrates how much power that is used to compensate for
fading dips. The ratio of used power when transmitting continuously and
the power used when transmitting with UTT is calculated. To choose the
transmitting threshold, γ0, the cumulative distribution function, cdf, of the
aggregated power gain is computed (4.18), see also figure 4.3.
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P [PGi
≤ g] =

∫ g

0
PGi

(x)dx = 1 − Γ(mg,mg · g/Ωg)

Γ(mg)
(4.18)
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Figure 4.3. Cdf of aggregated power gain; mg = 1.1 and Ωg = −120 dB.

The parameters in table 4.1 is used throughout this example. These pa-
rameters corresponds to the radio environment pedestrian A, described by
figure 4.1. Activity factor 0.5 is chosen and equation (4.18) is solved nu-
merically to get the value of the transmitting threshold, γ0 = −121.4 dB.
This value is verified by figure 4.3.

activity factor 0.5

mg 1.1

Ωg -120 dB

Ri 144 kbps

Rc 3.84 Mcps

(Eb/Ne)0 4 dB

K 5

Smax 1 W

N0 -199 dBW/Hz

Table 4.1. Parameters

The requirement on received power is given by (4.9), SRDPDCH
= −141.36

dBW. The offset between the DPCCH and DPDCH, β, is given by (4.19)
and is the variable in this example.
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β =
SRDPCCH

SRDPDCH

(4.19)

The ratio between transmitted power using UTT and continuous transmis-
sion, ρ, is given by (4.20). This function is plotted in figure 4.4. Note that
the mean data rate when using UTT is half of the data rate using continuous
transmission because the activity factor is 0.5. The offset, β, is specified for
a reference channel with a bit rate of 144 kbps in [13] to -11.48 dB. If that
offset is used in this example the UTT algorithm would use around 20%
of the power used by continuous transmission. Thus, the bits transmitted
during bad fading conditions are very power expensive.

ρ =
SRDPCCH

· f1(γ
CCH
Smax

) + SRDPDCH
· f1(γ0)

SRDPCCH
· f1(γ

CCH
Smax

) + SRDPDCH
· f1(γ

tot
Smax

)

=
β · f1(

βSRDPDCH

Smax
) + f1(γ0)

β · f1(
βSRDPDCH

Smax
) + f1(

(1+α)SRDPDCH

Smax
)

(4.20)
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Figure 4.4. Ratio between power consumption for a UE that uses UTT with
activity factor 0.5 and a UE that transmit continuously.

If UTT and continuous transmission with equal average data rate should be
compared, UTT has to have a doubled peak data rate compared to contin-
uous transmission. The transmitted power can be assumed to be doubled
if the data rate is doubled given that a low CIR (see section 2.3.2) is used.
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The reason for this can be obtained by inspection of Shannon’s capacity
formula [2]. A low CIR is obtained if the data rate is small compared to
the capacity of the bandwidth used. Given this assumption a UE with
UTT will use 40% of the transmission power used by a UE with continuous
transmission, using equal average data rate.

4.2 Abrupt Change in Power Gain

If the user turns around a corner of a building the power gain to its Node B
can change abruptly. In such a case another Node B can become the one
with lowest power gain. Thus the UE will make a handover to this Node B.
The handover procedure takes some time and to reduce the induced interfer-
ence it is desirable that the UE avoids transmitting data during this period.
The UTT algorithm will take measure in a abrupt decrease in power gain.
There will be a rapid increase in the cumulative TPC-function. This causes
the transmitting threshold to be far below the cumulative TPC-function and
therefore the data transmission is halted. The threshold will start climbing
and after a while reach the new level of the cumulative TPC-function. The
threshold can be modeled with the block diagram in figure 4.5 during the
climbing period. Note that the step goes from the desired activity factor to
zero.

PSfrag replacements
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Threshold controller
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Step

af est
af est(t) = af , t < 0
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+−

Figure 4.5. Control loop in case of a rapid change in channel gain.

The estimated activity, af est, is assumed to be equal to the desired activity
before the decrease in power gain. After the decrease, af est will decrease
exponentially due to the filter that estimates the activity. A mathematical
expression for the estimated activity with is given by (4.21) where the initial
condition is considered. The effect of the sudden change in power gain on
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af est is modeled by the constant af minus a step applied to the filter.

af est(z) = af ·
(

z

z − 1
− (1 − d)

z − d
· z

z − 1

)

(4.21)

According to figure 4.5 the equation for the threshold can be written as

th(z) =
bz

z − 1
·
(

af · z
z − 1

− af est(z)

)

. (4.22)

Transformed to time domain:

af est(k) = af ·
(

u(k) + dk · u(k − 1) − u(k − 1)
)

(4.23)

th(k) =
af

d − 1
·
(

b · d · (k + 1) · u(k + 1) − b · dk+1 · u(k) − b · k · u(k)
)

(4.24)

where u(k) is the unit step.

The plot of this function is shown in figure 4.6, the values of b and d are 0.08
and 0.994 respectively. Observe that one step in k corresponds to 1/1500
s, this is because the algorithm is executed every slot (see section 3.1 for
further information).

As can be seen in the upper plot of figure 4.6, the function becomes linear
when the estimated activity is relatively small. The transient, third term
in (4.24), fades out with increasing k and the remaining function is then
af · b · k plus a constant. How long the transient period is depends on d,
smaller d will make the transient period shorter. The upper bound on d is
one, where the change in power gain is completely ignored.
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Chapter 5

Simulations

Simulations are done with a simulator developed by Ericsson Research which
is implemented in the Matlab environment. The simulator was modified
to simulate the effects of Uplink Transmission Timing, UTT. The previous
chapter made a theoretical analysis of UTT used in simplified scenarios.
The simulator is, of course, a simplification of the reality as well but many
more parameters is considered.

5.1 Single User System

5.1.1 Parameter Tuning

To tune the parameters of the UTT algorithm (i.e. b and d), a grid of
parameters where tested. The other system parameters used are stated in
appendix A, set 1. As seen in table 5.1 the transmission power does not
change much when changing the parameters. Although the power consump-
tion gets lower with d close to one and low b, these parameter values may not
be desirable since the algorithm will adjust more slowly to sudden changes
in the power gain resulting in longer delay. Also the time for the algorithm
to converge to the desired activity factor will be longer with that type of
parameter setting. The parameter set that is used throughout this report
is a tradeoff between all these factors and is b = 0.08 and d = 0.994.

The optimal parameter set will change when using different radio environ-
ments and user speeds. However, the parameter setting does not seem to
be very sensitive with respect to the used power. The parameter set chosen

39
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d\b 0.020 0.040 0.060 0.080 0.100 0.120 0.140 0.160
0.998 −45.279 −45.269 −45.237 −45.207 −45.168 −45.106 −45.064 −45.051
0.996 −45.285 −45.265 −45.206 −45.124 −45.065 −45.058 −45.063 −45.025
0.994 −45.288 −45.276 −45.196 −45.146 −45.110 −45.076 −45.052 −44.994
0.992 −45.274 −45.256 −45.212 −45.165 −45.130 −45.098 −45.034 −44.989
0.990 −45.272 −45.254 −45.218 −45.169 −45.160 −45.063 −45.011 −44.953
0.988 −45.277 −45.262 −45.240 −45.194 −45.116 −45.048 −44.994 −44.958
0.986 −45.281 −45.267 −45.219 −45.190 −45.130 −45.029 −44.956 −44.900

Table 5.1. Mean power consumption [dBW] for different parameters.

is close to the power optimal set.

5.1.2 Shorter TTI-length

The time instants when it is possible to change from transmitting data
to avoid transmitting data and vice versa is on the TTI-boundary. If the
channel conditions suddenly gets bad in the middle of a TTI, the UE has to
adjust its power according to the power control commands even if it requires
high power. It is therefore important to have sufficiently short TTI:s so that
fading dips can be avoided. This becomes even more important when in-
creasing the speed because the fading variations will be even quicker. The
TTI-length in current versions of WCDMA is set to even multiples of a
frame-length (10 ms). The shortest possible TTI is therefore one frame.
However, if the TTI is shortened, the data protection gained by the inter-
leaving process will suffer. Modification to TTI:s shorter than one frame
will also require a large modification of the UMTS standard.

To get an idea about the gain in power reduction when shortening the TTI-
length the simulator was modified to handle shorter TTI-lengths. In the
results of the simulation only the difference in transmission power between
DRAC (see section 2.4.3) and UTT was considered. To be able to argue
about the real power level, appropriate interleaving algorithms has to be
developed. The ones in the current simulator was not built to handle these
short TTI-lengths.

As seen in figure 5.1 the power reduction gets larger with shorter TTI,
especially at the higher speed. But even though we see this reduction it
is likely that the advantage is spoiled because of bad interleaving. This
and the fact that it would require large standard modification is why the
standard TTI-lengths are used throughout the rest of this report.
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Figure 5.1. Power reduction if UTT is used instead of DRAC at different TTI-
lengths. In the left plot a UE traveling at 3 km/h is simulated and in the right
plot the UE has a speed of 20 km/h.

5.1.3 Transmission Power Reduction

The system simulated is a single user system with one cell. The UTT
algorithm is making the decision to transmit data or not according to needed
transmission power (see chapter 3). Needed power is dependent on both
power gain and interference. The absence of other users in this simulation
makes the interference from other users eliminated. This means that the
UTT algorithm is only affected by changes in power gain. The purpose
of the simulation is to compare transmitted power when UTT is used to
transmitted power when DRAC and continuous transmission is used.

The comparison between UTT and DRAC were performed using the pa-
rameters in appendix A, set 1. Simulations showed that UTT uses around
1.7 dB less power than DRAC. As can be seen in figure 5.2 the UTT algo-
rithm transmit data during good channel conditions whereas DRAC trans-
mits randomly. The thick sections of the gain plot indicates where data
transmission is done.

When comparing UTT with continuous transmission, UTT uses a data rate
of 128 kbps (appendix A, set 1) and continuous transmission uses 64 kbps
(appendix A, set 2). Because of the activity factor, the mean data rate will
be the same. With these system parameters, simulations showed that UTT
uses around 1.6 dB less power than continuous transmission.

The possible power reduction is dependent on how much the power gain
is changing. The simulations described above used the radio environment
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Figure 5.2. Comparison of UTT and DRAC, thick sections indicates where data
transmission is done.

pedestrian A in which the power gain varies more than 10 dB. The pedes-
trian A environment corresponds to a city with tall buildings and small cells.
It is likely that packet data is used more frequently in a city environment
than in rural areas. It is also likely that the uplink load is an issue since
there is a large number of users in a city. Due to many walking or fixed
users, low speed is also likely in this environment. The UTT algorithm
was also tested in an environment called 3GPP Typical Urban [14]. This
environment has typically lower houses and larger cells, therefore the power
gain varies only by around 5 dB. If UTT is compared to DRAC in this en-
vironment with system parameters defined in appendix A, set 3 the power
reduction is 0.7 dB. The power reduction if UTT is compared to continuous
transmission with equal mean data rate is 0.6 dB. The parameters used
for UTT is found in appendix A, set 3 and for continuous transmission in
appendix A, set 4.

5.1.4 Adjacent Cell Interference

To measure the interference in adjacent cells, three Node B:s with omni-
directional antennas were simulated (see figure 5.3). In the coverage region
of one of them a UE was transmitting data. The received power at all
Node B:s were then measured for UTT and continuous transmission.
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Figure 5.3. Three cells simulated with one UE.

The UE is power controlled to its current Node B. This means that the
UE adjust its power to meet the requirement on received signal quality
at this Node B. When using UTT and an activity factor lower than one,
the UE chooses to transmit data during periods with high channel gain.
This will result in a lowered mean transmitted power. The channel gain to
Node B:s that the UE is not power controlled to is completely random with
respect to the UE:s transmitted power. That means that the reduction in
transmitted power also corresponds to the reduction in received power at
adjacent Node B:s.

As seen in the left plot of figure 5.4 the UE with a UTT algorithm causes
less interference than the UE with DRAC. The difference between these
curves is illustrated in the right plot. An activity factor around 0.3 gives
the biggest difference between UTT and DRAC. This may, however, not be
the optimal activity factor in the sense of power efficiency. The overhead
from the control channel is not seen in this difference, see section 5.1.6.

5.1.5 Abrupt Change in Channel Gain

In case of an abrupt decrease in channel gain the UTT algorithm will cause
the UE to stop transmitting data until the algorithm threshold has con-
verged to the new level. This is a benefit if it is a temporary decrease in
channel gain or if the user turns around a corner and another Node B be-
comes the one with highest channel gain. In the latter case a UE without
UTT will increase its power to reach its Node B and then cause heavy in-
terference in its adjacent cell. With UTT the UE will have time to make
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Figure 5.4. Comparison between UTT and DRAC. Left: UE generated interfer-
ence. Right: Difference in generated interference.

a handover before transmitting any more data. Such a scenario is shown
in figure 5.5, where the power gain is suddenly decreased by 20 dB at time
0.1 s.
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Figure 5.5. UTT and an abrupt change in channel gain. Top: Power gain (thick
sections indicates presence of data transmission). Bottom: Cumulative TPC and
transmitting threshold.

The parameters chosen in section 5.1.1 and a decrease in channel gain with
20 dB will make the UE stop transmitting data for approximately 0.4 s. This
time can be adjusted by changing the parameters of the UTT algorithm. A
theoretical analysis of this is given in section 4.2.

Even though the UTT algorithm suspends data transmission during a time
after the change in channel gain, the control channel has to be transmitted
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continuously. The power of the control channel is, of course, considerably
less than the power of the data channel. It is still interesting to compare
the generated inter-cell interference between DRAC and UTT during this
period. Figure 5.6 illustrates where data is transmitted in case of UTT
and DRAC, it also shows the difference (dB-scale) in generated inter-cell
interference. Positive difference means higher interference by DRAC.
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of the behavior of UTT and DRAC in case of an abrupt
change in channel gain. Top, Middle: Gain plot for UE with UTT and DRAC
respectively, thick sections indicates data transmission. Bottom: ”∆ inter-cell I”
denotes the difference (dB scale) in generated inter-cell interference between DRAC
and UTT, positive difference means higher interference using DRAC.

Using linear scale, the ratio of generated interference using DRAC and UTT
is presented in the lower plot of figure 5.6. The linear mean value of this
ratio is calculated to be 4.5 in this simulation, which means that a UE using
DRAC generates in mean 4.5 times more interference than a UE using
transmission timing. In general, the expected value of this mean ratio is
given by (5.1), where SDPDCH and SDPCCH denotes the power used for
data channel and control channel respectively.

E

[

IDRAC

IULTT

]

= af · SDPDCH

SDPCCH
(5.1)
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5.1.6 Power Consumption at Different Activity Factors

As described in chapter 2.3.4 a control channel and a data channel must
be setup in order to transmit data. When the UTT algorithm decides not
to transmit any data, control information still have to be transmitted via
the control channel. This will result in more and more overhead from the
control channel with lower activity factor, relative to the data transmitted.
On the other hand, with lower activity factor the UE can be more strict
when choosing good instants to transmit at. This tradeoff is illustrated in
figure 5.7. For a channel with low bit rate the power used for the control
channel is a larger part of the total power than for a channel with high
bit rate. As seen in figure 5.7 it is optimal to use an activity factor in the
interval [0.7, 0.9] when having a data rate at 32 kbps and [0.6, 0.8] when
having a data rate at 64 kbps. The optimal activity factor interval for 128
kbps is [0.5, 0.7]. Note that the activity factor 0.7 is included in the optimal
interval for all these channels.

The effects of the control channel overhead and at which activity factor
the transmitted power is used most efficiently is described by figure 5.7.
Another measure of this is to see how much inter-cell interference a UE
with different bit rates generates at different activity factors. Figure 5.8
illustrates generated inter-cell interference when transmitting with a peak
rate of 128 and 64 kbps. The solid lines are drawn between points where the
mean data rate is equal. The slope of these lines indicates which alternative
that is most power efficient. It can be seen that to send with a peak rate of
128 kbps has its biggest advantage at the highest mean data rate (64 kbps).
This illustrates that the most power is saved when data transmission is
avoided at the moments of really low power gain. If a certain data rate is
needed, the activity factor and peak rate that realizes this data rate while
generating least inter-cell interference can be picked from the figure.
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Figure 5.7. Transmitted power per kbps vs the activity factor.
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5.1.7 Power Reduction at Different Speeds

The system in use when the performance of UTT at different speeds was
tested consisted of one cell with one UE. Path loss was fixed and there was
no shadow fading, only fast fading was simulated. UTT and DRAC was
simulated with the parameters found in appendix A, set 1, only with chang-
ing speed. Continuous transmission was simulated with the parameters in
appendix A, set 2, also with changed speed. This gives equal mean data
rate with all transmission schemes.

The channel gain varies faster when the speed of the UE is increased. This
is because the UE move faster relative to the surrounding environment and
thus the transmitted signal will change reflection paths faster. (See also
section 2.1.1) With faster variation in channel gain, it will be harder for the
UTT algorithm to decide when to transmit and when to avoid transmitting.
As seen in figure 5.9 the UTT algorithm is less successful at higher speeds,
but even at 90 km/h the power advantage over DRAC and continuous trans-
mission is around 0.5 dB.
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Figure 5.9. Power reduction with UTT at different speeds. UTT compared to
continuous transmission and DRAC, equal mean data rate is used.

5.2 Multiuser System

5.2.1 Instability Due to Aligned TTI:s

The only time that the UE can change from transmit data to not transmit
data or vice versa is when changing TTI. In the simulator all UE:s changes
TTI:s at the same time instants as a simplification of the reality where there
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is no synchronization between each users TTI. This simplification causes
instability at high system load because many users make the same decisions
at the same time. When there are many users transmitting during one TTI
the interference goes high and the UE:s have to increase their power. This
makes many UE:s decide to not transmit data in the following TTI. Because
of that the interference goes really low and many UE:s wants to send in the
next TTI again. This instability is illustrated at the left half of figure 5.10.

To avoid instability due to aligned TTI:s the TTI-length is doubled to 20
ms (2 frames). The start of the TTI for each user is alternated so that half
of the users TTI starts at time t and the others at time t + 10 ms. The
speed is reduced to 1.5 km/h in order to give the UTT algorithm the same
decision basis. Since the power gain will vary slower for the lower speed,
the algorithm will can avoid fading dips even with longer TTI:s. How these
modifications works are illustrated at the right half of figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10. Instability due to aligned TTI:s. Left: Number of transmitting users
and interference, I, with aligned TTI:s. Right: Number of transmitting users and
interference, I, with alternated TTI:s.

5.2.2 Interference Reduction

System Parameters

The multiuser system contains seven three sector sites resulting in 21 cells.
The number of users in the system has been changed for different activity
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factors to maintain a roughly constant system load. All UE:s transmit data
with a peak data rate of 128 kbps, the used parameters (excl. the activity
factor) can be found in appendix A, set 5. One could think that the number
of users should be inversely proportional to the activity factor in order to
maintain constant system load. However, at low activity factors, the control
channels will have a rather large impact on the system load. Therefore, the
number of users at the lowest activity factors do not follow the otherwise
inverse activity factor approach.

The mean load (see section 2.4.2) calculated in linear scale over the cells and
in time together with the number of users per cell is plotted in figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11. Number of users is adjusted to maintain a reasonable load for all
activity factors. Left: Number of users per cell. Right: System mean load.

Inter-cell Interference

Inter-cell interference is defined as the received power at a Node B that is
emitted from UE:s that are not power controlled from the receiving Node
B. Inter-cell interference can not be controlled from the cell that it affects
easily. This type of interference increases the load of the affected cell without
performance increase and should therefore be kept to a minimum.

It is sometimes hard to determine what is inter-cell interference. One such
scenario is when the UE:s are in soft or softer handover because it receives
power control information from more than one Node B. In this simulation
the UE is assumed to be power controlled by the Node B that has the high-
est path gain to that UE. The inter-cell interference for UTT is compared
to DRAC at different activity factors. The mean difference over all cells in
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received inter-cell interference is illustrated in figure 5.12. The biggest differ-
ence is at activity factor 0.3, where DRAC generates 2.5 dB more inter-cell
interference than transmission timing. Even though the difference is biggest
at this activity factor it may not be the desirable one. The power efficiency
(transmitted power per kbps) may be to low, see section 5.1.6. At activity
factor 1, the two schemes equal continuous transmission and therefore it is
no difference between the two schemes. The most power efficient activity
factor for several data rates was found to be 0.7 in section 5.1.6. At this
activity factor the reduction in inter-cell interference is around 1.5 dB.
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Figure 5.12. Difference between DRAC and UTT in inter-cell interference.

Total Interference

The total interference is the sum of the background noise, interference re-
ceived from the UE:s in the cell, i.e. intra-cell interference, and the inter-
ference received from UE:s in other cells, i.e. inter-cell interference. The
intra-cell interference origins from UE:s that are power controlled to the
same Node B and the UE:s always have to transmit with a power that en-
sures that the received power is equal to the power target. Therefore, the
intra-cell interference is not reduced very much when using UTT.

When transmitting data during fading dips, the power control may not rise
the power fast enough. This can cause block errors with the result that
the outer power control loop increase the CIR-target. The fact that UTT
transmits data during periods of high channel gain makes it less probable
to have block errors. The CIR-target can therefore be lowered with UTT
and also the intra-cell interference.
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The reduction in intra-cell interference is small compared to the reduction
in inter-cell interference. The inter-cell interference is normally around one
third of the total interference, this makes a reduction substantially con-
tribute to the reduction of the total interference. A comparison of the
reduction in total interference between DRAC and UTT is shown in fig-
ure 5.13, this is a linear mean over all 21 cells. The shape of this plot is
the same as in figure 5.12 because the background noise and the intra-cell
interference is constant with respect to the activity factor. The reduction
in total interference at activity factor 0.7 is around 0.5 dB.
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Figure 5.13. Difference between DRAC and UTT in total interference.

5.2.3 Abrupt Change in Load

An abrupt increase in inter-cell interference or a decision to admit a user
with high bit rate can cause an abrupt change in the load situation. The ef-
fects of this when using UTT and DRAC has therefore been studied through
simulations.

The system simulated consists as in the previous section of 21 cells. The
total number of UE:s is, to begin with, 168 which are uniformly spread in
the system. These UE:s are configured according to appendix A, set 5 and
as seen all UE:s have an activity factor of 0.5 and there is therefore 84 UE:s
active in average. In the two cases that are simulated all these UE:s either
uses DRAC or UTT to determine when to transmit data. To simulate the
effect of increased load 80 UE:s are added after 5 seconds, all having the
same parameters as the other users with the exception of an activity factor
of one.
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Figure 5.14 illustrates the results from the simulations. The left column
shows the results using DRAC, the mean interference in the first row (cal-
culated linearly over the cells) increase rapidly when the new users are added
at time 5 s. The inter-cell interference plotted in the second row increases
in the same way as the total interference. At the third row the number of
UE:s transmitting data is plotted. At the time the new users are added,
this curve instantaneously increase with the number of users added.

The right column of figure 5.14 illustrates the results using transmission
timing. Here, the mean interference and inter-cell interference (first and
second row) increase much slower than when DRAC was used. The reason
can be seen in the third row where the number of active users are plotted.
The number of active users do not increase as fast as when using DRAC,
this is because the old users (with activity factor 0.5) stop transmitting data
when they experience an increase in interference power. When the interfer-
ence increases the UE receives TPC commands from the Node B telling it to
raise its transmission power. This causes the UE to stop transmitting until
the transmit threshold has reached the new level. This scenario is similar to
the scenario with a change in power gain described in sections 5.1.5 and 4.2.
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Figure 5.14. Simulation of an abrupt change in load. Left column is the results
using DRAC and the right column UTT. ”I” denotes interference.
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Chapter 6

Summary

6.1 Conclusions

Uplink Transmission Timing, UTT, have shown to be more power efficient
than Dynamic Resource Allocation Control, DRAC, when controlling the
load in a cell. It has also been shown that UTT can be used instead of con-
tinuous transmission with the purpose of lowering the transmission power
and thus the interference. The performance of the UTT algorithm is how-
ever strongly dependent on variations in the radio channel quality. The
UTT algorithm will perform better with larger fast variations.

In a city area radio environment with large and fast channel variations
(pedestrian A), the theoretical analysis shows that a user with UTT uses
only 40% of the power used by continuous transmission at the same average
data rate. Simulations of the same scenario gave the number 70% (-1.6
dB). Much of the difference is due to the more simplified scenario used in
the theoretical analysis. Also the fact that it is hard to filter the fast channel
variations from slower variations and path loss changes will affect simulation
performance. The delay requirements of data transmission is another factor
that is not considered in the theoretical analysis but makes it harder to save
power in the simulated system.

An abrupt change in channel quality will make the UTT algorithm halt
data transmission for a time period during which the user can perform
e.g. a handover (change of basestation). This time can be adjusted by
changing the parameters in the algorithm. Interesting to note is that the
theoretical analysis and the simulations showed almost identical results.
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The real system is not very complex regarding situation. The only elements
that affects this time is the UTT algorithm and how large the change in
channel quality is.

Similar to the abrupt change in channel quality is if the interference from
other users suddenly changes due to entrance of new powerful users. In
this case the transmission power has to be increased to ensure the received
signal quality. A rapid increase in required transmission power will halt data
transmission. This behavior was showed to slow down the increase in system
load since users with UTT halted their data transmission a short time.
Thus, giving the system longer time for reacting on a possible overloaded
system.

The results in this reports indicates that the radio resources can be used
much more efficient thanks to the use of UTT. The algorithm provides some
more advantages than just lowered power and interference, e.g. increased
system stability. However, before implementing this concept in a product
more simulations and analyses are needed.

6.2 Suggestions to Further Studies

To better evaluate the effects of shorter TTI:s, a model of the interleaving
procedure suitable to shorter interleaving periods has to be developed. The
use of shorter TTI-lengths will probably be better or worse depending on
the speed of the user. Also the radio environment will affect the need for
shorter TTI:s and is therefore also an interesting item to study.

In this thesis, it has been assumed that the user always have data to trans-
mit. The effects of traffic models that describe realistic transmission pat-
terns can be investigated. Maybe there are certain applications that are
best suited for use with UTT.

The use of UTT makes it unnecessary to compensate for fast fading dips.
Only shadow fading and path loss has to be considered. Since the variations
in fast fading can be large (around 10 dB) this can possibly be used to
increase the uplink coverage compared to continuous transmission. The
peak rates has to be higher with UTT to achieve equal average data rate,
but I believe that the increase in power needed for that is smaller than the
fast fading variations.

To see how UTT works with real data traffic, it is important to see how
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higher layer protocols reacts to the use of the algorithm. One example can
be the Transmission Control Protocol, TCP, that is used in todays Internet
applications. Since UTT disrupt data transmission often due to bad channel
conditions acknowledgments of sent packets can be delayed and thus degrade
the performance of a TPC connection. It is important to know what the
critical delay values are for this type of applications.

The parameter settings induce a lot of compromises since the optimal pa-
rameter setting is an utopia. It would therefore be interesting to modify the
algorithm so it can adjust the parameters to suit the current radio condi-
tions. This could be done by collecting statistics about the radio situation
and adjust the parameters so that the periods of data transmission and
absence of data transmission corresponds to desirable values.
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Appendix A

System Parameters

System parameters used when tuning in transmission timing parameters:

Parameter Set 1 Set 2

User speed [km/h]: 3 3

Radio environment: ITU PedestrianA ITU PedestrianA

TTI-length: 10 ms (15 slots) 10 ms (15 slots)

Activity factor: 0.5 1

Bit rate: 128 kbps 64 kbps

Parameter Set 3 Set 4

User speed [km/h]: 3 3

Radio environment: 3GPP Typical Urban 3GPP Typical Urban

TTI-length: 10 ms (15 slots) 10 ms (15 slots)

Activity factor: 0.5 1

Bit rate: 128 kbps 64 kbps

Parameter Set 5

User speed [km/h]: 1.5

Radio environment: ITU Pedestrian A

TTI-length: 20 ms (30 slots)

Activity factor: 0.5

Bit rate: 128 kbps
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